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A story of a baby dolphin named Hope is rescued against all odds.Exactly 5 years and 1 day after

Winter, the tailless dolphin who inspired a major motion picture featuring Morgan Freeman, Ashley

Judd, and Harry Conick Jr., was rescued, something pretty amazing happened. Just feet from

where Winter was found, appeared another injured dolphin, orphaned from her mother and

struggling to survive. The Clearwater Marine team quickly went to work, attempting to nurse this

new dolphin back to health. After a tough fight fought by the little dolphin and by the Clearwater

team, the dolphin grew strong and healthy. She now lives with Winter and crowds flock to the

aquarium to see them play. Her tale is one of courage and triumph. She was named Hope and this

book tells her story.
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I simply couldn't put my kindle down, it was such an amazing story, they may be dolphins, but to

overcome what they had to overcome was amazing and to find the strength in each other, that is

superb, why can't some humans take their example. Yes Hope was afraid at the beginning, but she

learned to accept Winter, prosthetic tail and all.....I had tears rolling down my face while I was

reading the book, yes, the book is short, but it is worth the read, when you feel down and can't seem

to pick yourself up, I really would recommend you read this book, it is truly inspiring...



My granddaughters (ages 8 and 6) LOVE the incredible and heart-warming story of Winter (the

dolphin without a tail!) in the DVDs "Dolphin Tale" and "Dolphin Tale 2", so this book was the perfect

addition to their cherished Winter collection. It details the true tale (or 'tail'!) of the dolphin who

couldn't swim... due to the recklessness of man. If you know someone who loves Winter as my

granddaughters do, this book is a must-have!

I bought this book for my 9yr. old grandson for his birthday he just loved the story.The pictures are

beautiful and the book is made well. I think all kids should have the opportunity to read this book.

This is a story about two dolphins with an amazing bond between them. It is a about friendship and

bravery. The two dolphins are Hope and Winter. They were rescued exactly five years and one day

apart from each other. I think this true story is for kids ages 5-7. It teaches that there is always hope

no matter what happens. It also teaches that you should never give up just like Hope and Winter. I

read this book to my little sister and she thinks that the dolphins were brave while trying to survive. I

think that anyone who likes dolphins would really like this book.review by Masha K, age 9, Boston

Mensa

My daughter is obsessed with Winter & has read every book about him. This was a great one!

Cute story to read to my granddaughter when she comes to visit me in Florida. Especially since we

see dolphins swim by all the time.

We recently visited Clearwater Marine Aquarium and saw Winter and Hope. I had to get this and it's

adorable. Fast delivery.

High interest children's book. My daughter was very interested in the stories of Winter and Hope!
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